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Abstract: In this study, the sound absorption characteristics of hexagonal close-packed and face-
centered cubic lattices were estimated by theoretical analysis. Propagation constants and characteristic
impedances were obtained by dividing each structure into elements perpendicular to the incident
direction of sound waves and by approximating each element to a clearance between two parallel
planes. Consequently, the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance were treated as a
one-dimensional transfer matrix in the propagation of sound waves, and the normal incident sound
absorption coefficient was calculated by the transfer matrix method. The theoretical value of the
sound absorption coefficient was derived by using the effective density applied to the measured
tortuosity. As a result, the theoretical value was becoming closer to the measured value. Therefore,
the measured tortuosity is reasonable.

Keywords: sound absorption coefficient; hexagonal close-packed lattice; face-centered cubic
lattice; tortuosity

1. Introduction

The structures filled with granular materials are used to reduce noise, such as in
low-noise pavements [1] and ballast tracks [2], owing to their acoustic characteristics.
These continuous clearance structures exhibit acoustic properties similar to those of porous
materials, and their acoustic properties change depending on the layer thickness, particle
size, and packing structure. Therefore, the prediction of the acoustic properties of the
structures filled with granular materials based on the particle size, packing structure, and
physical properties of gases is useful for their engineering applications.

Various studies have been conducted on the sound absorption characteristics of granu-
lar packing structures, including experimental studies on the acoustic properties of loosely
packed granular materials [3], the prediction of the acoustic properties of face-centered
cubic structures [4], the numerical analysis of multiple regularly packed structures using
commercial software [5], and the study of the sound absorption characteristics of random
close-packed materials [6]. In addition, the acoustic properties of granular materials [7],
the sound absorption coefficient in a powder bed [8,9], and sound absorption due to gaps
in the packing structure of simple cubic and hexagonal lattices [10] have been studied.

In this study, the sound absorption characteristics of hexagonal close-packed and
face-centered cubic lattices were estimated by theoretical analysis. Propagation constants
and characteristic impedances were obtained by dividing each structure into elements
perpendicular to the incident direction of sound waves and approximating each element to
a clearance between two parallel planes. Consequently, the propagation constant and the
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characteristic impedance were treated as a one-dimensional transfer matrix in the propaga-
tion of sound waves, and the normal incident sound absorption coefficient was calculated
by the transfer matrix method. This method measures the sound absorption coefficient
using a one-dimensional (1D) wave equation from simplified geometrical information of
the granular material. The program and the number of calculations are so simple that they
cannot be compared to the finite element method (FEM), for example, and the calculation
can be completed in a fraction of a second on a standard PC.

We also measured the tortuosity, which is used to represent the complexity of the path
through which sound waves propagate in the structure. The theoretical value of the sound
absorption coefficient was derived by using the effective density applied to the measured
tortuosity which is one of the Biot parameters. The drawback of this method may be that
the theoretical value includes a measurement of tortuosity, but instead, a simplified method
for measuring tortuosity is proposed.

In the measurement of the sound absorption coefficient, the normal incident sound
absorption coefficient of each sample was measured using a two-microphone impedance
tube. The comparison between experimental and theoretical values was reported.

2. Samples and Measuring Device Used to Measure the Sound Absorption Coefficient
2.1. Transmission Loss Measurement

In this study, two types of packing structures, hexagonal close-packed and face-
centered cubic lattices, were investigated. The samples used for the measurement of sound
absorption are shown in Figure 1a–d, and the sample specifications are shown in Table 1.
Stainless steel spheres with diameters of d = 4 mm and 8 mm were used as particles.

In the preparation of the measurement sample, the granular material was packed
regularly with the sample holder. The sample holder was regularly arranged with a
hemispherical convex part on the wall, and a regular packing structure was formed by
placing a granular body in a predetermined position. The sample holder was fabricated in
photocurable resin using a photocurable 3D printer Form 2 manufactured by Formlabs Inc.
(Somerville, MA, USA).

Figure 1. Test samples: (a) Hexagonal close-packed lattice (d = 4 mm); (b) Hexagonal close-packed
lattice (d = 8 mm); (c) Face-centered cubic lattice (d = 4 mm); (d) Face-centered cubic lattice (d = 8 mm).

Table 1. Properties of test samples.

Packing
Structure Diameter [mm] Length [mm] Aperture Ratio of

Sample Holder Filling Rate Measured
Tortuosity

Correspondence
to Figure

Hexagonal
close-packed

4 27 0.57 0.74 1.44 1a

8 27 0.67 0.74 1.44 1b

Face-centered
cubic

4 22 0.58 0.74 1.43 1c

8 21 0.85 0.74 1.43 1d
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2.2. Measurement Equipment for Sound Absorption Coefficient

A 4206-type two-microphone impedance tube made by Brüel and Kjær was used to
measure the sound absorption coefficient. The configuration of the device is shown in
Figure 2. The sample was enclosed in an impedance tube, and a sine wave signal was
output by an internal signal generator in the DS-3000 fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyzer
manufactured by Ono Sokki, and the transfer function between the sound pressure signals
of two microphones attached to the impedance tube was measured by an FFT analyzer.
Using the measured transfer function, the normal incident sound absorption coefficient
was calculated in accordance with ISO 10534-2. The critical frequency of the plane wave
depended on the inner diameter of the acoustic tube. In this study, a small tube with
an inner diameter of 29 mm was used because the sound absorption coefficient in the
low-frequency range was not high. Therefore, the measurement was performed in the
range of 500–6400 Hz.

Figure 2. Configuration diagram of a two-microphone impedance tube for the absorption coefficient
measurement.

3. Measurement Method and Results of Tortuosity
3.1. Overview of Tortuosity

Tortuosity, which is a Biot parameter, is the ratio of the average length of voids in the
poroelastic material to the thickness of the sound-absorbing material. When a sound wave
passes through a sound-absorbing material with a complicated internal clearance structure,
the tortuosity represents the complexity of the path of the sound wave. In this study, the
tortuosity for each packed structure was measured using an ultrasonic sensor. In general,
the tortuosity α∞ is expressed as Equation (1) using the sound velocity c0 in the air and the
apparent sound velocity c in the packed structure [11]:

α∞ =
( c0

c

)2
(1)

3.2. Tortuosity Measurement

The tortuosity was calculated by Equation (1) from the square of the ratio of two
sound velocities: the sound velocity in the air without a sample and the sound velocity
transmitted through the sample. Ultrasonic waves were output from an ultrasonic sensor
on the transmitter side using a sinusoidal signal generated by a signal generator. Ultrasonic
waves propagated in the sample were measured using an ultrasonic sensor on the receiving
side, and the waveform was observed using an oscilloscope. The propagation time of
ultrasonic waves from the transmitter to the receiver was calculated from the comparison
between the original waveform obtained by the signal generator and that of ultrasonic
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waves propagated in the sample, and the apparent sound velocity c in the sample in
Equation (1) was calculated.

Figure 3 shows the configuration of the tortuosity measurement device. Ultrasonic
sensors with center frequencies of 32.7 kHz, 40 kHz, 58 kHz, 110 kHz, 150 kHz, 200 kHz,
and 300 kHz were used. First, the tortuosity α∞ at each frequency was measured for each
packed structure. Then, the reciprocal of the square root of the frequency used for the
measurement was determined as the value of the horizontal axis, and the tortuosity α∞ at
each frequency obtained by the measurement was plotted as the value of the vertical axis.
The linear approximation of these point clouds leads to a soaring straight line using the
least-squares method. When the frequency of the approximate line is set to infinity, the
limiting value of the tortuosity, i.e., the y-intercept of the graph, becomes the tortuosity α∞
of the packing structure.

Figure 3. Configuration diagram of the tortuosity measurement.

At higher frequencies, ultrasonic sensors have a lower signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ratio
or SNR) due to a lower conversion efficiency and a higher attenuation of sound waves in the
air. To improve the S/N ratio and measurement accuracy, 150 measurements were added
synchronously. The signal was measured in the amplitude direction with a resolution of
16 bits.

Table 2 and Figure 4 show the results of tortuosity measurements. As mentioned
above, the y-intercept of the approximate straight line is the tortuosity α∞ of each packing
structure. At 40 kHz, the deviation was excluded for the hexagonal structure. The tortuosity
of each packed structure was 1.44 for the hexagonal close-packed structure and 1.43 for the
face-centered cubic lattice.

Generally, measuring tortuosity requires expensive equipment, and outsourcing the
measurement is not cost-effective. In addition, experimental methods with very high
ultrasonic frequencies make it difficult to measure tortuosity on rigid granular objects such
as those used in this study (where the rigid surfaces have a significant size relative to the
wavelength) because ultrasonic waves are reflected.

To avoid the abovementioned problems, this apparatus uses several ultrasonic trans-
ducers with low frequencies. Other devices are very common. This simple method of
measuring tortuosity may be useful for rigid granular materials such as those used in this
study.
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Table 2. Measurement results of the tortuosity.

Frequency [kHz]

Inverse of the Square
Root of Frequency

[1/
√

Hz]

Distance between
Sensors [mm]

Transmission
Time
[ms]

Tortuosity
Hexagonal

Close-Packed
Face-Centered

Cubic

32.7 0.00559 395 1.229 4.78 4.48
40 0.005 395 - - 3.35
58 0.004152 395 1.199 4.31 3.98
110 0.003015 345 1.044 3.59 3.36
150 0.002582 204 0.626 3.11 2.84
200 0.002236 204 0.618 2.56 2.67
300 0.001826 204 0.615 2.56 1.93

∞ 0 - - 1.44 1.43

Figure 4. Measurement results of the tortuosity.

4. Theoretical Analysis
4.1. Analysis Units and Element Division

The gap in the packed structure of granular materials was analyzed by the transfer
matrix method based on the one-dimensional wave equation. In this section, the outline of
the theoretical analysis is explained. Figure 5 shows the analysis units for each packing
structure. In these structures, the cross-sectional shape changes periodically in the x-, y-,
and z-axis directions. The range, whereby the change in the cross-sectional shape was
completed in one cycle, was used as the analysis unit. Namely, the analysis unit was
defined as the area surrounded by the broken line in Figure 5. In addition, the analysis
unit located at the upper edge of the sample in Figure 5a,b (i.e., the incident surface of the
sound wave) in the x direction is shaped, as shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively.
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Figure 5. Analysis unit in each structure: (a) Hexagonal close-packed lattice; (b) Face-centered cubic
lattice.

Figure 6. Analysis unit at the top of the sample: (a) Hexagonal close-packed lattice; (b) Face-centered
cubic lattice.

In the packing structure of the granular materials, the shape of the cross-section
changes continuously in the plane perpendicular to the direction of sound wave propaga-
tion. Therefore, the analysis unit was divided into 100 parts in the direction perpendicular
to the x-axis. Figure 7a shows the analysis unit division method for the face-centered cubic
lattice shown in Figure 5b. The analysis units shown in Figures 5a and 6a,b were also
divided, as in the case of Figure 7a. The number of divisions of the analysis unit, n = 100, is
the value at which the theoretical value of the normal incident sound absorption coefficient
converges.

For the clearance between particles in the divided element shown in Figure 7a, the
real surface area Sn and real volume Vn of the clearance were geometrically calculated
and approximated to the thickness of the clearance between two planes bn, as shown in
Figure 7b and Equation (2).

For the divided elements in contact with the sample holder, as shown in Figure 8a,b,
the area Sh of the wall of the sample holder was also taken into consideration, and it was
approximated to the clearance between two planes. As shown in Figure 8a,b, when the
clearance thickness is set to bn’, Sn, Sh, and Vn are expressed as Equation (3):

bn =
2Vn

Sn
(2)

bn
′ =

2Vn

Sn + Sh
(3)
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Figure 7. Divided element approximated to the clearance between two planes: (a) Divided element
(face-centered cubic); (b) Approximated clearance between two planes.

Figure 8. Approximated clearance between two planes at the element in contact with the sample
holder: (a) Divided element in contact with the sample holder on two sides; (b) Divided element in
contact with the sample holder on one side.

4.2. Derivation of the Surface Area of a Sphere in a Divided Element

In this section, we describe the derivation method of the surface area Sn of spheres in
the divided element for the hexagonal close-packed and face-centered cubic lattices used in
Equations (2) and (3).

Using the radius r of the sphere and the length Zunit of the dividing element in the
x-axis direction, the surface area Sn of the sphere at the dividing element can be obtained
by Equation (4):

Sn = 2πr× Zunit (4)

As shown in Figure 8, the area Sh of the blue portion of the sample holder wall was
considered for the divided element in contact with the sample holder.
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4.3. Derivation of the Volume of the Clearance in a Divided Element

In this section, we describe the derivation method of the volume Vn of clearances in the
divided element of the hexagonal close-packed and face-centered cubic lattice structures.

Vn, for the hexagonal close-packed structure, shows the clearance in the range sur-
rounded by the broken line in Figure 5a and is derived geometrically using the dimensions
of the radius r of the sphere and the length Zunit of the divided element in the x-axis
direction, as follows:

Vn = 2
√

3r2 × Zunit − 2
∫

π
(

r2 − x2
)

dx (5)

Vn, for the face-centered cubic structure, shows the clearance in the range surrounded
by the broken line in Figure 5b, which is geometrically derived as follows:

Vn = 8r2 × Zunit − 4
∫

π
(

r2 − x2
)

dx (6)

4.4. Propagation Constant and Characteristic Impedance Considering Tortuosity

Propagation constants and characteristic impedances in the clearance between two
planes approximated in Section 4.1 were obtained by considering the attenuation of sound
waves. Propagation constants and characteristic impedances considering the viscosity of the
air in tubes were studied by Tijdeman [12] and Stinson [13] for circular tubes, Stinson [14]
for equilateral triangles, and Beltman [15] for rectangular tubes. In addition, Allard [16]
considered the effect of tortuosity. In this study, the methods reported by Stinson [14] and
Allard [16] were applied.

The Cartesian coordinate system was used, as shown in Figure 9, and the effective
density ρs and compressibility Cs were obtained from a three-dimensional analysis using
Equations (7) and (8) [14], respectively, using the Navier–Stokes equations, the equation
of state of gas, the continuity equation, the energy equation, and the dissipation function
representing heat transfer, where ρ0 is the density of the air, λs is an intermediary variable,
bn is the clearance thickness between two planes, ω is the angular frequency, η is the
viscosity of the air, κ is the specific heat ratio of the air, P0 is the atmospheric pressure, and
Npr is the Prandtl number.

ρs = ρ0

[
1−

tanh
(√

jλs
)√

jλs

]−1

, λs =
bn

2

√
ωρ0

η
(7)

Cs =

(
1

κP0

){
1 + (κ − 1)

[
tanh

(√
jNprλs

)√
jNprλs

]}
(8)

By using the effective density ρs multiplied by the tortuosity α∞, the propagation
constant and characteristic impedance considering the tortuosity can be obtained [16].
Therefore, the propagation constant γ and the characteristic impedance Zc can be expressed
by the following equations [16] in terms of the effective density ρs and compressibility Cs
when the tortuosity α∞ is considered:

γ = jω
√

α∞ρsCs (9)

Zc =

√
α∞ρs

Cs
(10)
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Figure 9. Cartesian coordinate system for the parallel clearance between the two planes.

4.5. Transfer Matrix

The clearance between two planes was analyzed by the transfer matrix method with
respect to sound pressure and volumetric velocity based on the one-dimensional wave
equation. Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram showing one element in the x-direction for
the clearance between two planes shown in Figure 9. Using the characteristic impedance,
the propagation constant; the cross-sectional area of the clearance, S; and the length of the
divided element, l, obtained in Sections 4.1–4.4 the transfer matrix, Tn; and the four-terminal
constants of the acoustic tube element, A to D, can be calculated using Equation (11):

Tn =

[
cosh(γl) Zc

S sinh(γl)
S
Zc

sinh(γl) cosh(γl)

]
=

[
A B
C D

]
(11)

Plane 1 is the incident surface of sound waves, and Plane 2 is the transmission surface
of sound waves. The sound pressure and the particle velocity can be expressed as p1 and u1
at Plane 1 and p2 and u2 at Plane 2, respectively, and the transfer matrix can be expressed
as Equation (12): [

p1
Su1

]
=

[
A B
C D

][
p2

Su2

]
(12)

Figure 10. Sound incident area, incident plane, and transmission plane of approximated clearance
between two planes in Figures 7b and 9.

When Equation (12) was applied to the clearance between the two planes obtained
in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, the transfer matrix was obtained at each divided element. Since
each divided element is continuous in the x-axis direction, the transfer matrix Tunit and Ttop
of the analysis unit and the analysis unit at the upper edge of the sample were obtained
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by cascading the transfer matrix of each divided element based on the equivalent circuit
shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Equivalent circuit in the analysis unit (cascade connecting the transfer matrix of each
element).

Next, as shown in Figure 12, the transfer matrix corresponding to the analysis unit
was connected based on the equivalent circuit of the whole sample, and the transfer matrix
of the whole sample was derived.

First, the analysis unit that was arranged in the x-axis direction, i.e., the incident
direction of sound waves, was cascaded. Next, the transfer matrix of the whole sample
was obtained by connecting the cascade-connected transfer matrix that aligned on the y–z
plane, the plane perpendicular to the incident direction of the sound wave, in parallel.

Figure 12. Equivalent circuit of the whole sample (parallel connection of the cascaded Tunit).

4.6. Normal Incident Sound Absorption Coefficient

The sound absorption coefficient was calculated from the transfer matrix Tall obtained
in Section 4.5. Since the end of the specimen used in this study was a rigid wall, the
particle velocity u2 = 0, Equation (12), can be deformed as shown in Equation (13), yielding
Equation (14): [

p1
Su1

]
=

[
A B
C D

][
p2
0

]
(13)
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[
p1

Su1

]
=

[
Ap2
Cp2

]
(14)

When the sound pressure and the particle velocity just outside of Plane 1 are p0 and
u0, the specific acoustic impedance Z0 from the incident surface of the sample is expressed
as follows:

Z0 =
p0

u0
(15)

Therefore, according to p0 = p1, S0u0 = Su1, and Equation (15), the specific acoustic
impedance Z0 of the sample is expressed as

Z0 =
p0

u0
=

p0

u0S0
S0 =

p1

u1S
S0 =

A
C

S0 (16)

where S/S0 is the aperture ratio of the sample shown in Table 1.
The relation between the specific acoustic impedance Z0 and the reflectance R is

expressed by the following equation:

R =
Z0 − ρ0c0

Z0 + ρ0c0
(17)

According to Equation (17), the theoretical value of the normal incident sound absorp-
tion coefficient α of the sample is expressed as follows:

α = 1− |R|2 (18)

5. Comparison between Measured and Theoretical Values

In this section, the theoretical value of the normal incident sound absorption coef-
ficient is compared with the measured value for each sample. Three theoretical values
are presented for Figure 13a–d: first, for the case where the tortuosity is not considered
(unity); for the tortuosity measured in Section 3.2 (hexagonal close-packed lattice: 1.44,
face-centered cubic lattice: 1.43); and for the sound absorption coefficient which derived
from the tortuosity obtained by the numerical analysis in [5] (HCP: 1.65, FCC: 1.66). Here,
the tortuosity measured in Section 3.2 shows smaller values than those obtained from the
numerical analysis in [5].

Figure 13. Cont.
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Figure 13. Comparison between the experimental and calculated values (considering tortuosity in
Section 3.2 and tortuosity in Reference (Lee et al. 2009) [5]) of the peak frequency and the sound
absorption coefficient: (a) Hexagonal close-packed lattice (d = 4 mm); (b) Hexagonal close-packed
lattice (d = 8 mm); (c) Face-centered cubic lattice (d = 4 mm); and (d) Face-centered cubic lattice
(d = 8 mm).

Figure 13a,b show the hexagonal close-packed structure, and Figure 13c,d show the
comparison of the face-centered cubic lattice with grain sizes of d = 4 mm and d = 8 mm,
respectively.

First, we compared the measured values with theoretical values without considering
the tortuosity. As shown in Figure 13a–d, the peak frequency of the theoretical value, which
did not consider the tortuosity, compared with the measured value that appeared on the
high-frequency side. Except for Figure 13a, the theoretical sound absorption peak values,
without considering the tortuosity, were lower than the measured values.

Next, we focused on the theoretical values that considered the tortuosity. The peak
frequency shifted to a lower frequency in Figure 13a–d, and the peak sound absorption
value increased in all cases (except for Figure 13a).

As a result, the difference between the theoretical and measured values decreased
when the tortuosity was considered. A larger tortuosity than unity means a longer path
of sound waves that propagate in the sample, similar to the increase in sample thickness.
Therefore, it is considered that the peak frequency of the theoretical value moved to the
low-frequency side.

In general, the sound absorption coefficient of porous materials is greatly influenced
by thickness [17,18]. In other words, the sound absorption peak occurs at a frequency
where the thickness of the porous sound-absorbing material corresponds to one-quarter
wavelength of the sound wave. Conversely, if the apparent sound velocity in the material
decreases because of boundary layer friction or tortuosity, the peak sound absorption
frequency will decrease, as this is equivalent to an increase in the apparent thickness of the
material. That is, an increase in tortuosity decreases the peak sound absorption frequency
and increases the sound absorption curve in most cases. For the same reason, in Figure 13b–d,
it is considered that the theoretical sound absorption peak value increased, owing to the
consideration of the tortuosity.

Next, we discuss the tortuosity in each sample. As shown in Section 3, the measured
tortuosities in the hexagonal close-packed and face-centered cubic lattices were 1.44 and
1.43, respectively.

By considering one of the two types of tortuosities, the theoretical values of the peak
frequency and the sound absorption peak were in good agreement with the measured
values for the hexagonal close-packed lattice with a grain size d = 4 mm, as shown in
Figure 13a,b. Here, the theoretical values, considering the measured tortuosity in Section 3.2,
are closer to the experimental values. However, when the grain size of the hexagonal close-
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packed structure was d = 8 mm, the peak frequency shifted to a lower frequency with
the consideration of either of the tortuosities, but it was lower than the peak frequency
side of the measured value because the division and assembly of the sample holder led to
errors in the measured values. For the measured hexagonal close-packed structure with
a grain size of d = 8 mm, the number of spheres used was small. To avoid interference
between the particles during the sample assembly, the holder was divided into three parts
perpendicular to the incident direction of the sound wave. Dimensional errors between
the divided holders may have caused gaps in the spheres, thereby affecting the measured
values. On the other hand, for the grain size d = 4 mm, the accuracy of the theoretical value
was improved by considering the measured tortuosity in Section 3.2.

In the case of the face-centered cubic lattice with a grain size of d = 4 mm, as shown
in Figure 13c, the theoretical values were fairly close to the measured values when ei-
ther tortuosity was considered. When the two types of tortuosities were compared, the
theoretical values from the tortuosity measured in Section 3.2 agreed very well with the
measured values. When the grain size of the face-centered cubic lattice was d = 8 mm, as
shown in Figure 13d, by considering either of the tortuosities, the theoretical values of both
the peak frequency and the sound absorption peak approached the measured values, but
the degree of agreement was smaller than that in Figure 13c. In terms of the agreement
between theoretical (applying the tortuosity in Section 3.2) and experimental values, the
case with a grain size of 4 mm (Figure 13a,c) is better than the case with a grain size of
8 mm (Figure 13b,d). This is because the method used to estimate the attenuation of sound
waves in gaps [14] is more accurate for smaller gaps [19].

6. Conclusions

The normal incidence sound absorption coefficients of hexagonal close-packed and
face-centered cubic lattices, which are typical packing structures of granular materials, were
theoretically calculated. In the derivation of the propagation constant and the characteristic
impedance, the measured tortuosity was taken into account. The results were compared
with the experimental data. The following conclusions were obtained:

1. In both packing structures, the real area of the granular surface and the real volume
of the clearance were obtained geometrically and analyzed theoretically.

2. In both packing structures, the peak frequency tended to appear at a higher frequency
than the measured value when the tortuosity was not considered.

3. In the theoretical sound absorption, the peak value was higher when the tortuosity
was considered compared to that without the consideration of the tortuosity (the
peak frequency moved to a lower frequency). As a result, the theoretical value was
becoming closer to the measured value.
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